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Abstract

Datacenter applications demand microsecond-scale tail
latencies and high request rates from operating systems,
and most applications handle loads that have high
variance over multiple timescales. Achieving these goals
in a CPU-efficient way is an open problem. Because
of the high overheads of today’s kernels, the best avail-
able solution to achieve microsecond-scale latencies is
kernel-bypass networking, which dedicates CPU cores to
applications for spin-polling the network card. But this
approach wastes CPU: even at modest average loads, one
must dedicate enough cores for the peak expected load.

Shenango achieves comparable latencies but at far
greater CPU efficiency. It reallocates cores across appli-
cations at very fine granularity—every 5 µs—enabling
cycles unused by latency-sensitive applications to be
used productively by batch processing applications. It
achieves such fast reallocation rates with (1) an efficient
algorithm that detects when applications would benefit
from more cores, and (2) a privileged component called
the IOKernel that runs on a dedicated core, steering
packets from the NIC and orchestrating core realloca-
tions. When handling latency-sensitive applications,
such as memcached, we found that Shenango achieves
tail latency and throughput comparable to ZygOS, a
state-of-the-art, kernel-bypass network stack, but can
linearly trade latency-sensitive application throughput
for batch processing application throughput, vastly
increasing CPU efficiency.

1 Introduction
In many datacenter applications, responding to a sin-
gle user request requires responses from thousands
of software services. To deliver fast responses to
users, it is necessary to support high request rates
and microsecond-scale tail latencies (e.g., 99.9th

percentile) [10, 24, 28, 56, 67]. This is particularly
important for requests with service times of only a
couple of microseconds (e.g., memcached [43] or
RAMCloud [57]). Networking hardware has risen to the
occasion; high-speed networks today provide round-trip
times (RTTs) on the order of a few µs [54, 55]. However,
when applications run atop current operating systems
and network stacks, latencies are in the milliseconds.

At the same time, as Moore’s law slows and network
rates rise [26], CPU efficiency becomes paramount. In
large-scale datacenters, even small improvements in

CPU efficiency (the fraction of CPU cycles spent per-
forming useful work) can save millions of dollars [72].
As a result, datacenter operators commonly fill any
cores left unused by latency-sensitive tasks with batch-
processing applications so they can keep CPU utilization
high as load varies over time [16]. For example, Mi-
crosoft Bing colocates latency-sensitive and batch jobs
on over 90,000 servers [34], and the median machine in
a Google compute cluster runs eight applications [76].

Unfortunately, existing systems do a poor job of
achieving high CPU efficiency when they are also re-
quired to maintain microsecond-scale tail latency. Linux
can only support microsecond latency when CPU utiliza-
tion is kept low, leaving enough idle cores available to
quickly handle incoming requests [41, 43, 76]. Alterna-
tively, kernel-bypass network stacks such as ZygOS are
able to support microsecond latency at higher throughput
by circumventing the kernel scheduler [2, 18, 50, 57, 59,
61]. However, these systems still waste significant CPU
cycles; instead of interrupts, they rely on spin-polling the
network interface card (NIC) to detect packet arrivals, so
the CPU is always in use even when there are no packets
to process. Moreover, they lack mechanisms to quickly
reallocate cores across applications, so they must be
provisioned with enough cores to handle peak load.

This tension between low tail latency and high CPU
efficiency is exacerbated by the bursty arrival patterns
of today’s datacenter workloads. Offered load varies
not only over long timescales of minutes to hours, but
also over timescales as short as a few microseconds.
For example, micro bursts in Google’s Gmail servers
cause sudden 50% increases in CPU usage [12], and,
in Microsoft’s Bing service, 15 threads can become
runnable in just 5 µs [34]. This variability requires that
servers leave extra cores idle at all times so that they can
keep tail latency low during bursts [16, 34, 41].

Why do today’s systems force us to waste cores to
maintain microsecond-scale latency? A recent paper
from Google argues that poor tail latency and efficiency
are the result of system software that has been tuned
for millisecond-scale I/O (e.g., disks) [15]. Indeed,
today’s schedulers only make thread balancing and core
allocation decisions at coarse granularities (every four
milliseconds for Linux and 50–100 milliseconds for
Arachne [63] and IX [62]), preventing quick reactions to
load imbalances.

This paper presents Shenango, a system that focuses
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on achieving three goals: (1) microsecond-scale end-
to-end tail latencies and high throughput for datacenter
applications; (2) CPU-efficient packing of applications
on multi-core machines; and (3) high application de-
veloper productivity, thanks to synchronous I/O and
standard programming abstractions such as lightweight
threads and blocking TCP network sockets.

To achieve its goals, Shenango solves the hard prob-
lem of reallocating cores across applications at very fine
time scales; it reallocates cores every 5 microseconds,
orders of magnitude faster than any system we are aware
of. Shenango proposes two key ideas. First, Shenango
introduces an efficient algorithm that accurately deter-
mines when applications would benefit from additional
cores based on runnable threads and incoming packets.
Second, Shenango dedicates a single busy-spinning
core per machine to a centralized software entity called
the IOKernel, which steers packets to applications
and allocates cores across them. Applications run in
user-level runtimes, which provide efficient, high-level
programming abstractions and communicate with the
IOKernel to facilitate core allocations.

Our implementation of Shenango uses existing
Linux facilities, and we have made it available at
https://github.com/shenango. We found that
Shenango achieves similar throughput and latency to
ZygOS [61], a state-of-the-art kernel-bypass network
stack, but with much higher CPU efficiency. For ex-
ample, Shenango can achieve over five million requests
per second of memcached throughput while maintaining
99.9th percentile latency below 100 µs (one million
more than ZygOS). However, unlike ZygOS, Shenango
can linearly trade memcached throughput for batch
application throughput when request rates are lower
than peak load. To our knowledge, Shenango is the first
system that can both multiplex cores and maintain low
tail latency during microsecond-scale bursts in load.
For example, Shenango’s core allocator reacts quickly
enough to keep 99.9th percentile latency below 125 µs
even during an extreme shift in load from one hundred
thousand to five million requests per second.

2 The Case Against Slow Core Allocators
In this section, we explain why millisecond-scale core
allocators are unable to maintain high CPU efficiency
when handling microsecond-scale requests. We define
CPU efficiency as the fraction of cycles spent doing
application-level work, as opposed to busy-spinning,
context switching, packet processing, or other systems
software overhead.

Modern datacenter applications experience re-
quest rate and service time variability over multiple
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Figure 1: With 5 µs intervals between core reallocations, a
Shenango runtime achieves higher CPU efficiency than an
optimal simulation of a 1 ms core allocator.

timescales [16]. To provide low latency in the face of
these fluctuations, most kernel bypass network stacks,
including ZygOS [61], statically provision cores for
peak load, wasting significant cycles on busy polling.
Recently, efforts such as IX [62] and Arachne [63]
introduced user-level core allocators that adjust core
allocations at 50–100 millisecond intervals. Similarly,
Linux rebalances tasks across cores primarily in re-
sponse to millisecond-scale timer ticks. Unfortunately,
all of these systems adjust cores too slowly to handle
microsecond-scale requests efficiently.

To show why, we built a simulator that determines
a conservative upper-bound on the CPU efficiency of
a core allocator that adjusts cores at one millisecond
intervals. The simulator models an M/M/n/FCFS
queuing system and determines through trial and error
the minimum number of cores needed to maintain a tail
latency limit for a given level of offered load. We assume
a Poisson arrival process (empirically shown to be rep-
resentative of Google’s datacenters [53]), exponentially
distributed service times with a mean of 10 µs, and a
latency limit of 100 µs at the 99.9th percentile. To elim-
inate any time dependence on past load, we also assume
that the arrival queue starts out empty at the beginning
of each one millisecond interval and that all pending
requests can be processed immediately at the end of each
millisecond interval. Together, these assumptions allow
us to calculate the best case CPU efficiency regardless of
the core allocation algorithm used.

Figure 1 shows the relationship between offered load
and CPU efficiency (cycles used divided by cycles allo-
cated) for our simulation. It also shows the efficiency of a
Shenango runtime running the same workload locally by
spawning a thread to perform synthetic work for the du-
ration of each request. For the simulated results, we label
each line segment with the number of cores assigned by
the simulator; the sawtooth pattern occurs because it is
only possible to assign an integer number of cores. Even
with zero network or systems software overhead, mostly
idle cores must be reserved to absorb bursts in load, re-
sulting in a loss in CPU efficiency. This loss is especially
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severe between one and four cores, and as load varies over
time, applications are likely to spend a significant amount
of time in this low-efficiency region. The ideal system
would spin up a core for exactly the duration of each re-
quest and achieve perfect efficiency, as application-level
work would correspond one-to-one with CPU cycles.
Shenango comes close to this ideal, yielding significant
efficiency improvements over the theoretical upper
bound for a slow allocator, despite incurring real-world
overheads for context switching, synchronization, etc.

On the other hand, a slow core allocator is likely
to perform worse than its theoretical upper bound in
practice. First, CPU efficiency would be even lower
if there were more service time variability or tighter
tail-latency requirements. Second, if the average request
rate were to change during the adjustment interval,
latency would spike until more cores could be added; in
Arachne, load changes result in latency spikes lasting
a few hundred milliseconds (§7.2) and in IX they last
1-2 seconds [62]. Finally, accurately predicting the
relationship between number of cores and performance
over millisecond intervals is extremely difficult; both IX
and Arachne rely on load estimation parameters that may
need to be hand tuned for different applications [62, 63].
If the estimate is too conservative, latency will suffer,
and, if it is too liberal, unnecessary cores will be wasted.
We now discuss how Shenango’s fast core allocation rate
allows it to overcome these problems.

3 Challenges and Approach
Shenango’s goal is to optimize CPU efficiency by
granting each application as few cores as possible while
avoiding a condition we call compute congestion, in
which failing to grant an additional core to an application
would cause work to be delayed by more than a few
microseconds. This objective frees up underused cores
for use by other applications, while still keeping tail
latency in check.

Modern services often experience very high request
rates (millions of packets per second on a single server),
and core allocation overheads make it infeasible to scale
to per-request core reallocations. Instead, Shenango
closely approximates this ideal, detecting load changes
every five microseconds and adjusting core allocations
over 60,000 times per second. Such a short adjustment
interval requires new approaches to estimating load. We
now discuss these challenges in more detail.

Core allocations impose overhead. The speed at
which cores can be reallocated is ultimately limited
by reallocation overheads: determining that a core
should be reallocated, instructing an application to

yield a core, etc. Existing systems impose too much
overhead for microsecond-scale core reallocations to be
practical: Arachne requires 29 microseconds of latency
to reallocate a core [63], and IX requires hundreds of
microseconds because it must update NIC rules for
steering packets to cores [62].
Estimating required cores is difficult. Previous sys-
tems have used application-level metrics such as latency,
throughput, or core utilization to estimate core require-
ments over long time scales [22, 34, 48, 63]. However,
these metrics cannot be applied over microsecond-scale
intervals. Instead, Shenango aims to estimate instanta-
neous load, but this is non-trivial. While requests arriving
over the network provide one source of load, applications
themselves can independently spawn threads.

3.1 Shenango’s Approach

Shenango addresses these challenges with two key
ideas. First, Shenango considers both thread and packet
queuing delays as signals of compute congestion, and it
introduces an efficient congestion detection algorithm
that leverages these signals to decide if an application
would benefit from more cores. This algorithm requires
fine-grained, high-frequency visibility into each appli-
cation’s thread and packet queues. Thus, Shenango’s
second key idea is to dedicate a single, busy-spinning
core to a centralized software entity called the IOKernel
(§4). The IOKernel process runs with root privileges,
serving as an intermediary between applications and NIC
hardware queues. By busy-spinning, the IOKernel can
examine thread and packet queues at microsecond-scale
to orchestrate core allocations. Moreover, it can provide
low-latency access to networking and enable steering of
packets to cores in software, allowing packet steering
rules to be quickly reconfigured when cores are reallo-
cated. The result is that core reallocations complete in
only 5.9 µs and require less than two microseconds of
IOKernel compute time to orchestrate. These overheads
support a core allocation rate that is fast enough to
both adapt to shifts in load and quickly correct any
mispredictions in our congestion detection algorithm.

Application logic runs in per-application runtimes
(§5), which communicate with the IOKernel via shared
memory (Figure 2). Each runtime is untrusted and
is responsible for providing useful programming
abstractions, including threads, mutexes, condition
variables, and network sockets. Applications link with
the Shenango runtime as a library, allowing kernel-like
functions to run within their address spaces.

At start-up, the runtime creates multiple kernel
threads (i.e., pthreads), each with a local runqueue, up
to the maximum number of cores the runtime may use.
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Figure 2: Shenango architecture. (a) User applications run as separate processes and link with our kernel-bypass runtime. (b) The
IOKernel runs on a dedicated core, forwarding packets and allocating cores to runtimes. (c) The runtime schedules lightweight
application threads on each core and uses work stealing to balance load.

Application logic runs in lightweight user-level threads
that are placed into these queues; work is balanced
across cores via work stealing. We refer to each per-core
kernel thread created by the runtime as a kthread and to
the user-level threads as uthreads. Shenango is designed
to coexist inside an unmodified Linux environment; the
IOKernel can be configured to manage a subset of cores
while the Linux scheduler manages others.

4 IOKernel
The IOKernel runs on a dedicated core and performs two
main functions:

1. At any given time, it decides how many cores to
allocate to each application (§4.1.1) and which
cores to allocate to each application (§4.1.2).

2. It handles all network I/O, bypassing the kernel. On
the receive path, it directly polls the NIC receive
queue and places each incoming packet onto a
shared memory queue for one of the application’s
cores. On the transmission path, it polls each run-
time’s packet egress queues and forwards packets
to the NIC (§4.2).

4.1 Core Allocation

The IOKernel must make core allocation decisions
quickly because any time it spends on core allocations
cannot be spent forwarding packets, thereby decreasing
throughput. For simplicity, the IOKernel decouples
its two decisions; in most cases, it first decides if an
application should be granted an additional core, and
then decides which core to grant.

4.1.1 Number of cores per application

Each application’s runtime is provisioned with a number
of guaranteed cores and a number of burstable cores.
A runtime is always entitled to use its guaranteed cores
without risk of preemption (oversubscription is not
allowed), but it may use fewer (even zero) cores if it

does not have enough work to occupy them. When extra
cores are available, the IOKernel may allocate them as
burstable cores, allowing busy runtimes to temporarily
exceed their guaranteed core limit.

When deciding how many cores to grant a runtime,
the IOKernel’s objective is to minimize the number of
cores allocated to each runtime, while still avoiding
compute congestion (§3). To determine when a runtime
has more cores than necessary, the IOKernel relies on
runtime kthreads to voluntarily yield cores when they
are unneeded. When a kthread cannot find any work to
do, meaning its local runqueue is empty and it did not
find stealable work from other active kthreads, it cedes
its core and notifies the IOKernel (we refer to this as
parking). The IOKernel may also preempt burstable
cores at any time, forcing them to park immediately.

The IOKernel leverages its unique vantage point to
detect incipient compute congestion by monitoring the
queue occupancies of active kthreads. When a packet
arrives for a runtime that has no allocated cores, the IOK-
ernel immediately grants it a core. To monitor active run-
times for congestion, the IOKernel invokes the conges-
tion detection algorithm at 5 µs intervals (Algorithm 1).

The congestion detection algorithm determines
whether a runtime is overloaded or not based on two
sources of load: queued threads and queued ingress pack-
ets. If any item is found to be present in a queue for two
consecutive runs of the detection algorithm, it indicates
that a packet or thread queued for at least 5 µs. Because
queued packets or threads represent work that could
be handled in parallel on another core, the runtime is
deemed to be “congested,” and the IOKernel grants it one
additional core. We found that the duration of queuing is
a more robust signal than the length of a queue, because
using queue length requires carefully tuning a threshold
parameter for different durations of requests [63, 74].

Implementing the queues as ring buffers enables a
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Algorithm 1 Congestion Detection Algorithm

1: for each application app do
2: for each active kthread k of app do
3: runq← k’s runqueue
4: prev runq← k’s runq last iteration
5: inq← k’s ingress packet queue
6: prev inq← k’s inq last iteration
7: if runq contains threads in prev runq or
8: inq contains packets in prev inq then
9: try to allocate a core to app

10: break . go to next app in outer loop

simple and efficient detection mechanism. Detecting
that an item is present in a queue for two consecutive
intervals is simply a matter of comparing the current
head pointer with the tail pointer from the previous
iteration. Runtimes expose this state to the IOKernel in
a single cache line of shared memory per kthread.

Intuitively, core allocation is capable of oscillatory
behavior, potentially adding and parking a core every
iteration. This is by design because slower adjustments
would either sacrifice tail latency or prevent us from mul-
tiplexing cores over short timescales. Indeed, modern
CPUs are capable of efficient enough context switching;
Process Context Identifiers (PCIDs) allow page tables
to be swapped without flushing the TLB. Linux takes
about 600 nanoseconds to switch between processes,
so it is fast enough to handle the core reallocation
rates produced by the IOKernel. In §7.3 we evaluate
the impact of different core allocation intervals on tail
latency and CPU efficiency.

4.1.2 Which cores for each application

When deciding which core to grant to an application, the
IOKernel considers three factors:

1. Hyper-threading efficiency. Intel’s HyperThreads
enable two hardware threads to run on the same
physical core. These threads share processor re-
sources such as the L1 and L2 caches and execu-
tion units, but are exposed as two separate logical
cores [51]. If hyper-threads from the same appli-
cation run on the same physical core, they benefit
from cache locality; if hyper-threads from different
applications share the same physical core, they can
contend for cache space and degrade each others’
performance. Thus, the IOKernel favors granting
hyper-threads on the same physical core to the same
application.

2. Cache locality. If an application’s state is already
present in the L1/L2 cache of a core it is newly

Algorithm 2 Core Selection Algorithm

1: function CANBEALLOCATED(core)
2: if core is idle then return True
3: app← the app currently using core
4: if n idle cores is 0 and app is bursting then
5: return True
6: return False
7:
8: function SELECTCORE(app)
9: for each active core c of app do

10: chyper← the hyper-thread pair core of c
11: if CANBEALLOCATED(chyper) then
12: return chyper

13: crecent← core most recently yielded by app
14: if CANBEALLOCATED(crecent ) then
15: return crecent

16: if n idle cores >0 then return any idle core
17: app bursting← random bursting app
18: return any core in use by app bursting

granted, it can avoid many time-consuming cache
misses. Because hyperthreads share the same cache
resources, granting an application a hyper-thread
pair of an already-running core will yield good
cache locality. In addition, an application may expe-
rience cache locality benefits by running on a core
that it ran on recently.1 Thus, the IOKernel tracks
current and past core allocations for runtimes.

3. Latency. Preempting a core and waiting for it to be-
come available takes time, and wastes cycles that
could be spent doing useful work. Thus, the IOKer-
nel always grants an idle core instead of preempting
a busy core, if an idle core exists.

The IOKernel’s core selection algorithm (Algorithm 2)
considers the three factors described above. A core is
only eligible for allocation (function CANBEALLO-
CATED) if it is idle (line 2), or if there are no idle cores
and the application using core is bursting (using more
than its guaranteed number of cores) (line 4). Amongst
the eligible cores, the selection algorithm SELECTCORE
first tries to allocate the hyper-thread pair of a core the
application is currently using (lines 9–12). Next, it tries
to allocate the core that this application most recently
used, but is no longer using (lines 13–15). Finally, the
algorithm chooses any idle core if one exists, or a random
core from a bursting application.

1This benefit is ephemeral; a core with a clock frequency of 2.2 GHz
can completely overwrite a 3 MB L2 cache in as little as 60 µs.
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Once the IOKernel has chosen a core to grant to an
application, it must also select one of its parked kthreads
to wake up and run on that core. For cache locality, it
first attempts to pick one that recently ran on that core.
If such a kthread is not available, the IOKernel selects
the kthread that has been parked the longest, leaving
other kthreads parked in case a core they ran on recently
becomes available.

The runtime for SELECTCORE(APP) is linear in the
number of active cores for APP (it checks whether each
active core has an available hyper-thread). The conges-
tion detection algorithm may invoke SELECTCORE up
to once per active application in one pass, and the sum
of active cores across active applications never exceeds
the number of cores in the system. Thus the total cost
of invoking the detection algorithm is linear in the total
number of cores.

4.2 Dataplane

The IOKernel busy loops, continuously polling the in-
coming NIC packet queue and the outgoing application
packet queues.

Packet steering. Because the IOKernel tracks which
cores belong to each runtime, it can deliver incoming
packets directly to a core running the appropriate run-
time. In Shenango, each runtime is configured with its
own IP and MAC address. When a new packet arrives,
the IOKernel identifies its runtime by looking up the
MAC address in a hash table. The IOKernel then chooses
a core within that runtime using an RSS hash [4], and
enqueues the packet to that core’s ingress packet queue.
Shenango may occasionally reorder packets (e.g., when
the number of cores allocated to a runtime changes), but
we found that packets in the same flow typically arrive
in the same runtime ingress packet queue over short time
intervals (§7.3). Our system could be extended to further
optimize packet steering through techniques like Intel’s
Flow Director [8] or FlexNIC [42].

Polling transmission queues. Polling many egress
queues in order to find packets to transmit can incur
high CPU overhead, particularly in systems with many
queues [68]. Because the IOKernel tracks which
kthreads are active, it is able to only poll the outgoing
runtime packet queues that correspond to active kthreads.
This allows the CPU overhead of polling egress queues
to scale with the number of cores in the system.

5 Runtime
Shenango’s runtime is optimized for programmability,
providing high-level abstractions like blocking TCP net-
work sockets and lightweight threads. Our design scales

to thousands of uthreads, each capable of performing
arbitrary computation interspersed with synchronous I/O
operations. By contrast, many previous kernel-bypass
network stacks trade functionality for performance,
forcing developers to use restrictive, event-driven
programming models with APIs that differ significantly
from Berkeley Sockets [2, 18, 40, 61].

Similar to a library OS [37, 60], our runtime is linked
within each application’s address space. After the
runtime is initialized, applications should only interact
with the Linux Kernel to allocate memory; other system
calls remain available, but we discourage applications
from performing any blocking kernel operations, as
this could reduce CPU utilization. Instead, the runtime
provides kernel-bypass alternatives to these system
calls (in contrast to scheduler activations [11], which
activates new threads to recover lost concurrency). As
an additional benefit, memory and CPU usage, including
for packet processing, can be perfectly accounted to each
application because the kernel no longer performs these
requests on their behalf.

Scheduling. The runtime performs scheduling within
an application across the cores that are dynamically
allocated to it by the IOKernel. During initialization,
the runtime registers its kthreads (enough to handle
the maximum provisioned number of cores) with the
IOKernel and establishes a shared memory region for
network packet queues. Each time the IOKernel assigns
a core, it wakes one of the runtime’s kthreads and binds
it to that specific core.

Our runtime is structured around per-kthread run-
queues and work stealing, similar to Go [6] and in
contrast with Arachne’s work sharing model [63].
Despite embracing this more traditional design, we
found that it was possible to make our uthread handling
extremely efficient. For example, because only the local
kthread can append to its runqueue, uthread wakeups
can be performed without locking. Inspired by ZygOS,
we perform fine-grained work stealing of uthreads to
reduce tail latency, which is particularly beneficial for
workloads that have service time variability [61].

Our runtime also employs run-to-completion, allow-
ing uthreads to run uninterrupted until they voluntarily
yield, in most cases. This policy further reduces tail
latency with light-tailed request patterns.2 When a
uthread yields, any necessary register state is saved on
the stack, allowing execution to resume later. When
the yield is cooperative, we can save less register state

2Preemption within an application, as in Shinjuku [38], could
reduce tail latency for request patterns with high dispersion or a heavy
tail; we leave this to future work.
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because function call boundaries allow clobbering of
some general purpose registers as well as all vector and
floating point state [49]. However, any uthread may be
preempted if the IOKernel reclaims a core; in this case
all register state must be saved.

To find the next uthread to run after a yield, the
scheduler first checks the local runqueue; if it is empty
and there are no incoming packets or expired timers to
process, it engages in work stealing. It first checks the
core’s hyper-thread sibling to exploit cache locality.
If that fails, the scheduler tries to steal from a random
kthread. Finally, the scheduler iterates through all
active kthreads. It repeats these steps for a couple of
microseconds, and if all attempts fail, the scheduler
parks the kthread, yielding its core back to the IOKernel.

Networking. Our runtime is responsible for providing
all networking functionality to the application, including
UDP and TCP protocol handling. After a uthread yields
or whenever the local runqueue is empty, each kthread
checks its ingress packet queue for new packets to handle.
Unlike previous systems, kthreads can also steal packets
from remote ingress packet queues. This contrasts with
ZygOS, which can steal application-level work above
the TCP socket layer but must maintain flow consistent
hashing of packets. Thus this stealing, along with the
packet steering adjustments made by the IOKernel, can
cause packet reordering over short timescales.

A variety of efficient techniques have been proposed
to resequence packets [29, 30, 33]. Where ordering is
required, our runtime provides a similar low overhead
mechanism to reassemble the packet sequence in the
transport layer. This resequencing involves acquiring a
per-socket lock, but because packets from the same flow
typically arrive at the same core over short time scales,
cache locality is preserved and the overhead of acquiring
the lock is small.

On the other hand, we found that there were signifi-
cant advantages to relaxing ordering requirements and
violating flow consistent hashing. ZygOS must send and
receive packets from a given flow on the same core, so
it relies on expensive IPIs to ensure timely processing
of pending ingress packets and to ensure egress handling
happens on the same core. By contrast, Shenango’s
approach enables more fine-grained load balancing of
network flow processing, yielding better performance
with imbalanced workloads (§7.3).

An earlier version of the runtime attempted to support
zero-copy networking. However, we found this approach
had serious drawbacks. First, it required API changes,
breaking compatibility with Berkeley Sockets. Second,
we were surprised to find it had a negative impact on

performance. Upon further investigation, we discovered
that our IOKernel’s throughput was sensitive to the
amount of resident buffering because DDIO (an Intel
technology that pushes packet payloads directly into the
LLC) places limits on the maximum number of cache
lines that can be occupied by packet data. When that
limit is exceeded, packet data is pushed to RAM, greatly
increasing access latency. By copying payloads, we
can encourage DDIO to reuse the same buffers, thus
staying within its cache occupancy threshold. This bears
similarity to the “leaky DMA” issue [70].

Because an application could potentially corrupt its
runtime network stack, we assume security validation
(e.g., bandwidth capping and network virtualization) will
be efficiently handled out-of-band, in exactly the same
manner as for virtual machine guest kernels [23, 27].

6 Implementation
Shenango’s implementation consists of the IOKernel
(§6.1), which runs as a separate, privileged process, and
the runtime (§6.2), which users link with their appli-
cations. Shenango is implemented in C and includes
bindings for C++ and Rust. The IOKernel is imple-
mented in 2,244 LOC and the runtime is implemented
in 6,155 LOC. Both components depend on a 4,762
LOC collection of custom library routines. The imple-
mentation currently supports 64-bit x86, and adapting
it to other platforms would not require many changes.
The IOKernel uses Intel Data Plane Development Kit
(DPDK) [2], version 18.11, for fast access to NIC queues
from user space. Our entire system runs in an unmodified
Linux environment.

6.1 IOKernel Implementation

Shenango relies on several Linux kernel mechanisms to
pin threads to cores and for communication between the
IOKernel and runtimes. The IOKernel passes data via
System-V shared memory segments that are mapped into
each runtime. The runtime sets up a series of descriptor
ring queues (inspired by Barrelfish’s implementation
of lightweight RPC [17]), including ingress packet
queues, egress packet queues, and separate egress
command queues (to prevent head-of-line blocking).
It also designates a portion of the mapped-memory for
outgoing network buffers. We currently place all ingress
packet buffers in a single, read-only region shared with
all runtimes. In the future, we plan to maintain separate
buffers, using NIC HW filtering to segregate packets.

To assign a runtime kthread to a specific core, the
IOKernel uses sched setaffinity. The IOKernel
maintains a shared eventfd file descriptor with each
kthread. When a kthread cannot find more uthreads to
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run, it notifies the IOKernel via a command queue mes-
sage that it is parking and then parks itself by performing
a blocking read on its eventfd. To unpark a kthread,
the IOKernel simply writes a value into the eventfd.
To preempt runtime kthreads when it needs to reassign
a core, the IOKernel directs a SIGUSR1 signal to the
intended kthread using the tgkill system call. This
prompts the kthread to park itself. A malicious kthread
could refuse to park after a signal. While we have yet
to implement mitigation strategies, the IOKernel could
wait a few microseconds and then migrate an offending
kthread to a shared core that is multiplexed by the Linux
scheduler, so that other runtimes are not impacted.

6.2 Runtime Implementation

Our runtime includes support for lightweight threads,
mutexes, condition variables, read-copy-update (RCU),
high resolution timers, and synchronous TCP and UDP
sockets. Like the IOKernel, the runtime makes use of
a limited set of existing Linux primitives; it allocates
memory with mmap, creates kthreads through calls to
pthread create(), and interacts with the IOKernel
through shared memory, eventfd file descriptors, and
signals. We implemented TCP from scratch according to
the RFC [36]. Our TCP stack is interoperable with those
of Linux and ZygOS and includes flow control and fast
retransmit but omits congestion control.

To improve memory allocation performance, the
runtime makes use of per-kthread caches [21], particu-
larly when allocating thread stacks and network packet
buffers. The runtime provides an RCU subsystem to sup-
port efficient access to read-mostly data structures [52].
The runtime detects a quiescent period after each kthread
has rescheduled, allowing it to free any stale RCU
objects. Internally, RCU is used for the ARP table and
for the TCP and UDP socket tables.

Shenango provides bindings for both C++ and Rust
with idiomatic interfaces (e.g., like std::thread)
and support for lambdas and closures respectively. Most
of the bindings are implemented as a thin wrapper around
the underlying C library. However, our uthread support
takes advantage of a unique optimization. We extended
Shenango’s spawn function to reserve space at the base
of each uthread’s stack for the trampoline data (captures,
space for a return value, etc.), avoiding extra allocations.
Preemption. Upon receipt of a SIGUSR1 sent by the
IOKernel, the Linux kernel saves the CPU state into
a trapframe on the thread stack and invokes the signal
handler installed by the runtime. The signal handler
immediately transfers to the scheduler context and parks,
placing the preempted uthread back into the runqueue.
The running uthread could eventually be stolen by

another kthread or resume on the same kthread if it is
re-granted a core.

During certain critical sections of runtime execution,
preemption signals are deferred by incrementing a
thread-local counter. These sections include the entire
scheduler context, RCU and spinlock critical sections,
and code regions that access per-kthread state. Support-
ing preemption of active uthreads poses some challenges.
Pointers to thread-local storage (TLS) may become stale
if a thread context starts executing on a different kthread.
Unfortunately, gcc does not provide a way to disable
caching these addresses. To our knowledge, Microsoft’s
C++ compiler is the only compiler to support this. As
a workaround, we use our own TLS mechanisms for
per-kthread data structures that are accessed outside
of the scheduler context, and we currently require that
applications disable preemption during accesses to
thread-local variables (including glibc’s malloc and
free). We are considering extending the runtime to
support TLS for each uthread, alleviating this burden
on developers. However, the TLS data section would
have to be kept small to prevent higher initialization
overheads when spawning uthreads.

7 Evaluation
In evaluating Shenango, we aim to answer the following
questions:

1. How do latency and CPU efficiency compare
for Shenango and other systems across different
workloads and service-time distributions? (§7.1)

2. How well can Shenango respond to sudden bursts
in load? (§7.2)

3. What is the contribution of the individual mecha-
nisms in Shenango to its observed performance?
(§7.3)

Experimental setup. We used one dual-socket server
with 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2650v4 CPUs running
at 2.20 GHz, 64 GB of RAM, and a 10 Gbits/s Intel
82599ES NIC. We enabled hyper-threads and evaluated
only the first socket, steering NIC interrupts, memory
allocations, and threads. To reduce jitter, we disabled
TurboBoost, C-states, and CPU frequency scaling. We
generated load from six additional quad-core machines
connected to the server through a Mellanox SX1024
switch and Mellanox ConnectX-3 Pro NICs. We used
Ubuntu 18.04 with kernel version 4.15.0. We disabled
kernel mitigations for Meltdown for consistency with
prior results; future CPUs will support these mitigations
in hardware [9].

Systems evaluated. We compare Shenango to Arachne,
ZygOS, and Linux. Arachne is a state-of-the-art,
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System Kernel-
bypass Net.

Lightweight
Threading

Balancing
Interval

Linux 7 7 4 ms
Arachne [63] 7 3 50 ms
ZygOS [61] 3 7 N/A
Shenango 3 3 5 µs

Table 1: Features of the systems we evaluated.

user-level threading system [63]. It achieves better tail
latency and CPU efficiency than Linux by introducing a
user-level core allocator that adjusts the cores assigned to
each application over millisecond timescales. However,
Arachne provides no network stack integration and ap-
plications typically rely on Linux kernel system calls for
network I/O. ZygOS is a state-of-the-art, kernel-bypass
network stack [61] that builds upon IX [18] to achieve
better tail latency, adding fine-grained load balancing of
application-level work between cores. However, it does
not support threads, instead requiring developers to adopt
a restrictive, event-driven API, and it can only run on a
fixed set of statically provisioned cores. Finally, Linux
is the most widely deployed of these systems in practice,
but its performance, as previously studied, is limited by
kernel overheads [18, 35]. Table 1 summarizes the salient
differences between Shenango and these three systems.

For Arachne, we used the latest available source
code [1] as of mid January 2019. We found that the
default load factor of 1.5, a tuning parameter for the core
allocator, yielded the best results in our experiments.
For ZygOS, we similarly used the latest available source
code [7]. We found that ZygOS was unstable with recent
kernels, so we instead used Ubuntu 16.04 with kernel
version 4.11.0.

Finally, for Linux, we used prior work [43, 45] and
invested substantial effort in finding the best possible
configuration. In many cases, the performance of Linux
was unstable, making it challenging to measure. For
example, we noticed signs of performance hysteresis,
where measurement runs converged to different values
despite identical configuration [77]. Increasing the
number of active flows resolved this issue by allowing
for more uniform RSS hashing. We ran batch tasks using
SCHED IDLE (a Linux scheduling policy intended for
very low priority background jobs), though we found
this did not improve performance much over using the
lowest normal scheduler priority (niceness 19).
Applications. We evaluate memcached (v1.5.6), a popu-
lar key-value store that is well supported by all four sys-
tems.3 We also wrote several new Shenango applications
in Rust to measure different load patterns, taking advan-

3We don’t run LRU cache maintenance/eviction and slab rebalanc-
ing for Arachne because Arachne’s memcached implementation does
not support them.

tage of language features like closures and move seman-
tics. For example, we implemented a spin-server that em-
ulates a compute-bound application by using the CPU for
a specified duration before responding to each request. In
addition, we implemented loadgen, a realistic load gen-
erator that can generate precisely-timed request patterns
for our spin-server as well as for memcached. Combined,
these two applications required 1,366 LOC. For com-
paring to other systems, we used variants of the ZygOS
and Linux spin-servers in the ZygOS repository [7] and
implemented our own spin-server for Arachne.

To support batch processing applications, we im-
plemented a pthread shim layer for Shenango that
enables it to run the entire PARSEC suite [19] without
modifications. In our experiments, we use PARSEC’s
swaptions benchmark for batch processing. It computes
prices of a portfolio using Monte Carlo simulations;
each thread computes the price of a swaption with no
synchronization or data dependencies between threads.
Finally, we ported the gdnsd (v2.4.0) [3] DNS server, to
demonstrate Shenango’s UDP support. The source code
for all of these applications is available on GitHub [5].

We used open-loop Poisson processes to model packet
arrivals [69, 77]. Our experiments measure throughput
and the 99.9th percentile tail response latency. All exper-
iments use our Rust loadgen application to generate load
over TCP, unless stated otherwise.

7.1 CPU Efficiency and Latency

In this section we evaluate the CPU efficiency and
latency of memcached, the spin-server, and gdnsd. We
use 6 client servers to generate load, enough to minimize
client-side queuing delays. Each client uses 200 persis-
tent connections (1200 total). We ramp up load gradually
and measure each offered load over several seconds, so
that bursts come only from the Poisson arrival process.

To ensure a fair comparison with ZygOS, which
cannot support more than 16 hyperthreads with our NIC,
we confine all systems to use 16 hyperthreads (8 cores) in
total. Shenango must dedicate one core (2 hyperthreads)
to running the IOKernel, so two fewer hyperthreads
are available for applications; Arachne must dedicate
one hyperthread to the core arbiter. For all but ZygOS,
we also run swaptions, filling any unused cycles with
lower-priority batch processing work. For ZygOS, we
reserve all 16 hyperthreads for the latency-sensitive
application, as required to achieve peak throughput.
Memcached. We use the USR workload from [13]:
requests follow a Poisson arrival process and consist
of 99.8% GET requests and 0.2% SET requests. For
Shenango, we limit memcached to using at most 12
hyperthreads, because this yields the best performance
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Figure 3: Shenango maintains consistently low median and
99.9% latency, comparable to those of ZygOS, while allowing
unused cycles to be used by a batch processing application.

for memcached. Figure 3 shows how 99.9th percentile
latency for memcached, median latency for memcached,
and throughput for the batch application (y-axes) change
as we increase the load offered to memcached (x-axis).
We only show data points for which achieved load is
within 0.1% of offered load.

Shenango can handle over five million requests per
second while maintaining a median response time of
37 µs and 99.9th percentile response time of 93 µs.
Despite busy polling on all 16 hyperthreads, ZygOS
maintains similar response times only up to four million
requests per second. ZygOS does scale to support higher
throughput than Shenango, though at a high latency
penalty. Shenango achieves lower throughput because
at the very low service times of memcached (< 2 µs),
the IOKernel becomes a bottleneck. We discuss options
for scaling out the IOKernel further in Section 8. For all
other systems, memcached is bottlenecked by CPU.

Similar to previous studies [18, 61], when there
is no batch work running, we achieve about 800,000
requests per second with memcached in Linux before
99th percentile latency spikes (not shown). However,
we found that Linux’s latency degrades significantly
due to the presence of batch work, especially at the
99.9th percentile. For example, at 0.4 million requests
per second, the 99.9th percentile latency without batch
work is only 83 µs compared to over 2 ms with batch
work. Arachne improves upon Linux, maintaining
99.9th percentile latency below 200 µs with batch work.
However, even without batch work, both systems suffer

significantly from their use of the Linux network stack;
kernel bypass enables both Shenango and ZygOS to
achieve much lower median latency and much higher
peak throughput for memcached.

Shenango outperforms the other systems in terms of
throughput for the batch application at all but the lowest
loads. At very low load, Linux achieves the most batch
throughput because it does not reserve any hyperthreads
for the IOKernel or the core arbiter. As the load offered
to memcached increases, Shenango’s batch throughput
decreases linearly and then plateaus once the batch task
is restricted to only the two remaining hyperthreads.
Memcached throughput still increases beyond this point,
however, because Shenango becomes more efficient near
peak load, spending fewer cycles on core reallocations
and work stealing.

In aggregate, our memcached results illustrate that
Shenango has key advantages over previous systems.
Shenango can achieve tail latencies similar to ZygOS
while at the same time sparing significantly more cycles
for batch work than all three systems, despite reserving
two hyperthreads for the IOKernel.

Spin-server. To evaluate Shenango’s ability to handle
service-time variability in the presence of a batch
processing application, we ran our spin-server with
three service-time distributions, each with a mean of
10 µs: constant, where all requests take equal time;
exponential; and bimodal, where 90% of requests take
5 µs and 10% take 55 µs.

Figure 4 shows the resulting 99.9th percentile latency
and batch throughput as we vary the load on the spin-
server. All systems fall short of the theoretical maximum
throughput achievable by an M/G/16/FCFS simulation,
due to overheads such as packet processing. Compared
to ZygOS, Shenango achieves slightly higher throughput
for the spin server, even though two out of Shenango’s
16 hyperthreads are dedicated to running the IOKernel.
Shenango’s tail latency is similar to that of ZygOS, but
because ZygOS must provision all cores for the spin
server in order to achieve peak throughput, it does not
achieve any batch throughput.

At the 99.9th percentile, Linux’s tail latency varies
drastically, at times reaching several milliseconds, even
at low load. Arachne achieves higher throughput than
Linux for both applications, demonstrating the benefit
of granting applications exclusive use of their cores.
Surprisingly, we observe that Arachne’s tail latency is
slightly higher at the lowest loads than at moderate load.
We suspect that this is due to misestimation of core
requirements. Granting too few cores for up to 50 ms at
a time can result in high latencies for many requests, par-
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Figure 4: Shenango maintains low 99.9% latency across a variety of service time distributions (mean of 10 µs) and linearly trades off
batch processing throughput for latency-sensitive throughput. Linux and Arachne suffer from poor latency and low throughput, while
ZygOS must dedicate all cores to the latency-sensitive spin server in order to achieve peak throughput, resulting in no batch throughput.

ticularly at low loads when there are few cores allocated
to absorb the extra load. We also found that decreasing
Arachne’s core allocation interval to 1 ms or 100 µs
yielded similar or worse performance for both the spin
server and batch application, suggesting that Arachne’s
load estimation mechanisms are not well-tuned for small
core allocation intervals. In contrast, in this experiment
Shenango reallocates cores up to 60,000 times per
second, enabling it to adjust quickly to bursts in load and
maintain much lower tail latency, while granting unused
cycles to the batch application.

DNS. We evaluate UDP performance by running gdnsd
and swaptions simultaneously for Linux and Shenango;
we did not port gdnsd to ZygOS or Arachne. Linux gdnsd
can drive up to 900,000 requests per second with 41 µs
median latency and sub-millisecond 99.9th percentile
latency before starting to drop packets. Shenango gdnsd
is capable of scaling to 5.7 million requests per second
(a 6.33× improvement) with 36 µs median latency and
73 µs 99.9th percentile latency. We omit a graph due to
space constraints.

7.2 Resilience to Bursts in Load

In this experiment, we generate TCP requests with 1 µs
of fake work, and measure the impact of sudden load
increases on tail latency. We offer a baseline load of
100,000 requests per second for one second, followed
by an instantaneous increase to an elevated rate. After an
additional second at the new rate, the load drops back to
the baseline rate. Any unused cores are allocated to batch
processing, keeping overall CPU utilization at 100%.

Figure 5 shows the 99.9th percentile tail latency and
throughput for Arachne and Shenango (computed over
10 ms windows). We exclude Linux because, under these
conditions, it has milliseconds of tail latency even at the
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Figure 5: Under sudden changes in load, low tail latency is
only possible with a short core allocation interval.

lowest offered load, and we exclude ZygOS because it
cannot adjust core allocations. By contrast, Arachne can
eventually meet the loads offered in the experiment, up
to 1 million requests per second. However, because of its
slow core allocation speed, it can take over 500 millisec-
onds to add enough cores to adapt after a load transition,
causing it to accumulate a backlog of pending requests.
As a result, Arachne experiences milliseconds of tail
latency, even after relatively modest shifts in load. By
contrast, Shenango reacts so quickly that it incurs almost
no additional tail latency, even when handling an extreme
load shift from 100,000 to 5 million requests per second.

7.3 Microbenchmarks

We now evaluate the individual components of Shenango
with microbenchmarks.

Thread library. Shenango depends on efficient thread
scheduling to support high-level programming abstrac-
tions at low cost. Here we compare Shenango’s latency
for common threading operations to Linux pthreads and
to Go and Arachne’s optimized user space threading
implementations (Table 2). These benchmarks are
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pthreads Go Arachne Shenango

Uncontended Mutex 30 24 55 37
Yield Ping Pong 593 109 79 52
Condvar Ping Pong 1,900 281 203 100
Spawn-Join 12,996 462 595 148

Table 2: Nanoseconds to perform common threading opera-
tions (fastest highlighted in green). Shenango performs best
for all but mutexes.

Shenango

DPDK

0 5 10 15

Round trip time (μs)

DPDK

IOKernel + runtime

+ wakeup

+ preemption

Figure 6: Traversing the network stack, waking a kthread, and
preempting a kthread each add only a few µs of overhead to a
packet’s RTT in Shenango.

written in C++ and configure each system to use a single
core. Shenango outperforms all three systems in all
but one benchmark because of its preallocated stacks,
atomic-free wakeups, and care to avoid saving registers
that can safely be clobbered. In Go, mutexes are slightly
faster because its compiler can inline them.

Network stack and core allocation overheads. We
evaluate the baseline latency of our network stack and the
overhead of waking and preempting cores with a simple
C/C++ UDP echo benchmark. The client is a minimal
DPDK client. On the server side, we compare a minimal
DPDK server to three variants of Shenango which are
configured so that: (1) the runtime core busy-spins, (2)
the runtime core does not busy-spin and must be reallo-
cated on every packet arrival, and (3) a batch application
fills all cores and must be preempted on every packet
arrival. Figure 6 shows that the runtime and the IOKernel
add little latency over using raw packets in DPDK. Wak-
ing sleeping kthreads and preempting running kthreads,
however, do incur some overhead, due to the use of Linux
system calls (§6.1). While we were pleasantly surprised
to find that the overhead of these Linux mechanisms is
acceptable, we believe they can be reduced in the future.

Packet load balancing. Shenango allows packet han-
dling to be performed on any core; here we evaluate this
approach. To challenge our system’s load balancing, we
replicate the central graph of Figure 4 but vary the num-
ber of client connections used. With only 24 connections,
RSS distributes flows unevenly across cores. Figure 7
shows that by allowing cores to steal packet processing
work, including TCP protocol handling, Shenango is able
to maintain good performance even with an unbalanced
workload. In contrast, ZygOS’s latency degrades signifi-
cantly because it only allows work stealing at the applica-
tion layer and performs all packet processing on the core
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Figure 8: Shenango’s tail latency degrades with larger core
allocation intervals.

on which a packet arrives. At the same time, the costs of
Shenango’s fine-grained work stealing remain quite low.
With 1200 connections, less than 0.07% of packets arrive
at Shenango’s ingress network stack out of order. With 24
connections, this percentage increases at moderate loads
but remains below 3%. The result is that the application
spends less than 0.5% of its cycles resequencing packets.
Core allocation interval. A major strength of Shenango
is its ability to make µs-scale adjustments to the al-
location of cores to runtimes. To illustrate the impact
of core allocation speed on Shenango’s performance,
we replicate the central graph of Figure 4 but vary the
interval between core allocations. Figure 8 demonstrates
that a short interval between adjustments is required
to maintain low tail latency. Such frequent realloca-
tions do impact CPU efficiency; the batch application
performs up to 6% fewer operations per second (of the
max possible) with a 5 µs interval than with a 25, 50,
or 100 µs interval. However, we do not think these
efficiency savings are worth the tail latency increase of at
least 150 µs. We did not use a smaller interval because,
at faster rates, latency is only marginally improved but
more cycles are wasted parking threads.

8 Discussion
We found, in practice, that the IOKernel can support
packet rates of up to 6.5 million incoming and outgoing
packets per second. This is sufficient to saturate a 10
Gbits/s NIC with 114 byte TCP packets or a 40 Gbits/s
NIC with typical Ethernet MTU-sized packets. We
note our evaluation of Shenango does not consider
multisocket, NUMA machines. One option may be to
run multiple instances of the IOKernel, one per socket.
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Each IOKernel instance could exchange messages
with the others, perhaps enabling coarse-grained load
balancing between sockets. Such a design would enable
our IOKernel to scale out further. We observed that
the majority of IOKernel overhead was in forwarding
packets rather than in orchestrating core allocations.
Therefore, we also plan to explore hardware offloads,
such as new NIC designs that can efficiently expose
information about queuing buildups to the IOKernel.

9 Related Work

Two-level scheduling: In two-level scheduling (first
proposed in [71]), a first-level spatial scheduler allocates
cores to applications and a second-level scheduler
handles threads on top of the allocated cores. Scheduler
activations [11] provide a kernel mechanism to enable
two-level scheduling; this work inspired recent systems
such as Tessellation [22, 47], Akaros [65], and Cal-
listo [32]. All of these systems decouple core allocation
from thread scheduling. Shenango introduces a new
approach to two-level scheduling by combining the first
scheduler level directly with the NIC.

User-level threading: Several systems have multiplexed
user space threads across one or more cores. Examples
include Capriccio [73], Lithe [58], Intel’s TBB [64],
µThreads [14], Arachne [63], and the Go runtime [6].
Shenango’s runtime borrows many techniques from
these prior works, including work stealing [20]. How-
ever, to our knowledge, no prior system is designed
to tolerate core allocations and revocations at the
granularity of µs.

Dynamic resource allocation: When deciding how
to allocate threads or cores across applications, previ-
ous systems have employed resource controllers that
monitor performance metrics, utilization, or internal
queue lengths (e.g., Tessellation [22], PerfIso [34],
Arachne [63], SEDA [74], and IX [62]). However,
because these metrics are gathered over several millisec-
onds or even seconds, they are too coarse-grained to
manage tail latency. Furthermore, using core utilization
to estimate core requirements is only possible in systems
in which cores remain allocated to applications even
while they are idle or busy-spinning [34, 63]; this
approach wastes CPU cycles.

Several scheduling optimizations have been proposed
to reduce tail latency. For example, Heracles [48] adjusts
CPU isolation mechanisms (e.g., cache partitioning),
Elfen Scheduling [75] strategically disables hyper-
threading lanes, and Tail Control [44] improves upon
work stealing. We are interested in exploring ways of
integrating these techniques with Shenango in the future.

Kernel-bypass networking: Many systems bypass
the kernel to achieve low-latency networking by using
RDMA, SR-IOV, or libraries such as DPDK [2] or
netmap [66]. Examples include MICA [46], IX [18],
Arrakis [59], mTCP [35], Sandstorm [50], FaRM [25],
HERD [39], RAMCloud [57], SoftNIC [31], Zy-
gOS [61], Shinjuku [38], and eRPC [40]. IX and eRPC
process packets in batches and may provide higher
throughput than Shenango for workloads with short,
uniform service times and many connections to balance
load across cores. ZygOS is most similar to Shenango;
it builds on IX by adding work stealing to improve load
balancing within an application. However, none of
these systems can dynamically reallocate cores across
applications at a fine granularity. Instead, they statically
partition cores across applications, or else use an external
control plane to reconfigure core assignments over large
timescales.

10 Conclusion
This paper presented Shenango, a system that can simul-
taneously maintain CPU efficiency, low tail latency, and
high network throughput on machines handling multiple
latency-sensitive and batch processing applications.
Shenango achieves these benefits through its IOKernel,
a dedicated core that integrates with networking to
drive fine-grained core allocation adjustments between
applications. The IOKernel makes use of a conges-
tion detection algorithm that can react to application
overload in µs timescales by tracking queuing backlog
information for both packets and application threads.
This design allows Shenango to significantly improve
upon previous kernel bypass network stacks by recov-
ering cycles wasted on busy spinning because of the
provisioning gap between minimum and peak load.
Finally, our per-application runtime makes these benefits
more accessible to developers by providing high-level
programming abstractions (e.g., lightweight threads and
synchronous network sockets) at low overhead.
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